Postural Stability during Static Upright Stance in Archers
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\textbf{ABSTRACT:} Archery is a static sport, where high postural stability, coordination of the body segments and high concentration of attention at the time of shot execution are most important to achieve high scores. We studied the postural stability of ten young male archers and fifteen healthy untrained age matched subjects during quiet and sensory-conflicted stance (standing on stable and foam support with open and closed eyes). We measured with a force platform the center of pressure excursions and calculate mean sway amplitude (MA) and mean sway velocity (SV) to evaluate static standing balance. The archers maintain the postural stability with postural sways with smaller amplitude and velocity than those of untrained subjects. We found that the visual control plays an insignificant role for keeping stable stance in archers, while the contribution of vestibular system for posture stability is substantial, especially when the visual input is switched off or proprioceptive information was altered and inadequate. The alteration of proprioception information plays a major role in keeping the static balance of archers and affects mainly the velocity of postural sway. The present results indicate that the systematic specific sport training of archers, including fixation of the posture and concentration upon the target, leads to stabilization of quiet upright stance, especially during stance on stable support compared to that of untrained subjects.
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\textbf{1. Introduction}

The upright posture is important for human motor abilities and its control is an essential requirement for physical activities in daily life. Postural control is a particularly complex system that involves the integration of various sensory and motor components. The information from the three sensory systems
(visual, vestibular and proprioceptive) has a considerable role in standing balance.\textsuperscript{1-2} The different sport disciplines require the different degree of postural stability and create the specific balance control strategies for keeping equilibrium.\textsuperscript{3} Sport training has significant importance for mastering the sensorimotor skills of athletes and reflects in the maintenance of their equilibrium during upright stance. There is a lot of evidence that the sporting activity changes quiet standing balance specifically for the kind of sport\textsuperscript{3-7} and this depends on the training process. Rifle shooters, for example, are trained to maintain for long time a stable upright bipedal posture, in order to stabilize the rifle,\textsuperscript{8} while gymnasts or ballet dancers reveal a great sense of the balance, especially expressed during one-legged stance.\textsuperscript{9-11} There are studies revealing that standing balance during upright stance of elite athletes (pistol and rifle shooters) is better than that of untrained subjects.\textsuperscript{8,12} There is a lack of studies of postural stability of archers. Archery is a static sport where high postural stability, coordination of the segments of the body and high concentration of attention at the time of execution of the shot are most important to achieve high scores. The purpose of this study was to evaluate postural stability of the Olympic-style archers during quiet upright stance and the effects of varying level of difficulty of the static postural task in comparison to healthy untrained subjects.

2. Methods

2.1 Subjects

Ten young male archers aged 23.04±1.31 years participated in the study (Table.1). They had been trained for a period over five years, three times a week. The postural stability of the athletes’ group was compared with that of a control group of fifteen age matched healthy untrained subjects, who used to practice fitness activity once or twice a week only.

Table 1. Main anthropometric data of investigated subjects (mean values ± SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects (experience)</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archers (&gt;5 years)</td>
<td>23.04±1.31</td>
<td>78.2±11.1</td>
<td>175.27±0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-athletes</td>
<td>24.13±1.05</td>
<td>78.9±14.03</td>
<td>173.28±0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All subjects were without any orthopedic or neurological problems, articular and muscle trauma or injury in the past 3 months.

The study was approved by the Bioethics Committee of Institute of Neurobiology. All subjects were volunteers and gave a signed informed consent, which was co-signed by their parents as co-participants and they were free to withdraw from the study at any time.

2.2 Experimental setup

The evaluation of postural stability was based on the measurements of body sways described by the changes of the displacement of center of foot pressure (COP) in both anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) directions.

The subjects were instructed to stand upright on the static platform with separated heels of 3 cm distance, feet splayed at angle of 30° and arms freely hanging alongside the body. They were instructed to maintain their standing as steady as possible and to refrain from...
any voluntary movements during the 30s recording trials. The postural sways were measured during the stance with eyes open (EO) and eyes closed (EC) in two conditions: standing on the stable surface and foam pad with dimensions of 400 x 400 x 150 mm, density of 77.5 kg/m$^3$, and elastic modulus of 74.9 N/m$^2$. The foam pad was put on top of the platform to cause a postural instability by altering the proprioception. During stance with open eyes the subjects were instructed to look at a red dot (1 cm$^2$) located in two meters away at eyes level. In the EC condition, the subjects were instructed to keep their gaze at a straight direction. Each trial lasted 30 seconds followed by a 30 seconds rest period.

2.3 Data acquisition

The postural sways were measured by a static posturographic system described previously.$^{13,14}$ The signals were registered, digitized with a sampling interval of 10 ms and filtered with a digital Hamming low-pass filter with cut-off frequency of 10 Hz in order to remove the high frequency noise and sampling error.$^{15}$

We used for an evaluation of the subjects' postural stability separately in the sagittal and frontal plane the sway amplitude (MA) and sway velocity (SV) measures$^{16}$ for the postural sway in anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral direction (ML), respectively.

2.4 Data analysis

The descriptive statistic was applied for all experimental variables. All continuous data (MA and SV) were explored for the normal distribution by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for determination of appropriate statistical methods. The difference between groups was tested by the nonparametric Mann - Whitney U – test. The three-way repeated measure ANOVA (general linear model repeated measure analysis of variance), design with a between-groups factor “Sport practice” (2 levels: Non-athletes and Archers) and two within-groups factors: “Vision” (2 levels: standing with open and with closed eyes) and “Support” (2 levels: stable support and foam pad). The post-hoc Newman–Keuls tests were applied and $p \leq 0.05$ was accepted as the level of statistical significance (Statistica 7.0, StatSoft Inc., Tulsa Oklahoma, USA, 2004).

3. Results and Discussion

There were no significant differences of age and anthropometric data (weight and height) between investigated groups (Mann-Whitney U-test) (Table 1).

The mean sway amplitudes and velocities of postural sways for both investigated groups were presented in Fig.1 and Fig.2.

For the MA the three ways ANOVA with repeated measures on factors “Vision” and “Surface”, and a grouping factor “Sport practice” showed the significant effects of the factors “Sport practice” and “Support” as follow: “Sport practice” [AP direction (F1,23= 34.42, $p<0.001$) and ML direction (F1,23= 43.71, $p<0.001$)], “Support” [AP direction (F1,23= 41.2, $p<0.001$) and ML direction (F1,23= 39.36, $p<0.001$)] and their interaction - “Sport practice” x “Support” [F1,23= 19.01, $p<0.001$] for ML direction only and insignificant effect of factor “Vision”. The post-hoc Newman–Keuls tests revealed that:

1. The MA value of postural sways of archers were significantly smaller than
those of untrained subjects, except mean amplitude in stance on stable support with eyes open for AP direction (Fig.1);

(2) The negligible effect of vision on the MA of postural sways was observed for archers in both planes (AP and ML) during stance on stable support (Fig.1);

(3) The inadequate information from proprioception input leads to significant increase of the MA mean values in both planes (AP and ML) for archers, standing on foam pad with closed eyes only, compared to stable support stance. The MA mean values for the untrained subjects’ group increased significantly during stance in both conditions – open and closed eyes (Fig.1).

Three ways ANOVA with repeated measures for MV showed the significant effects of the factors “Sport practice” and “Support” as follow: “Sport practice” [AP direction (F1,23= 26.31, p<0.05) and ML direction (F1,23= 17.53, p<0.05)], “Support” [AP direction (F1,23= 33.25, p<0.001) and ML direction (F1,23= 36.11, p<0.001)] and interaction - “Sport practice” x “Vision” (F1,23= 9.71, p<0.05) for AP direction only. The post-hoc Newman–Keuls tests revealed that:

(1) The MV values for archers were significantly smaller than those for untrained subjects during stance on stable support with open and closed eyes (p<0.05), while on stance on foam pad the significant difference observed in stance with closed eyes in AP plane only (Fig.2).

(2) The absence of vision had negligible effect of vision on the MV value for archers (Fig.2).

(3) Mean SV values for all investigated subjects while standing on foam support were significantly higher than those during stance on stable support (Fig.2).

In general, the results of this study suggest differences in keeping the postural stability between archers and untrained subjects. The archers maintain postural stability with postural sways with smaller amplitude and velocity than those of untrained subjects. We found that visual control plays an insignificant role for keeping the stable stance in archers, while the contribution of vestibular system for posture stability is higher, especially when the visual input is switched off or proprioceptive sense is altered. The changes of proprioception input information play a major role in keeping the static balance of archers and affecting dominantly the velocity of postural sway. Our results are in agreement with the findings of Era P et al. 1996 and Mononen K et al. 2007 for smaller role of visual control for shooters (pistol and rifle shooting) in postural control.

Archery is a sport where balance is required to achieve high scores. Postural stability is one of the most important factors that determine performance in shooting sports.

The present results indicate that the systematic specific sport training of archers, including fixation of the posture and concentration upon the target, leads to stabilization of quiet upright stance, especially during stance on stable support, compared to that of untrained subjects.
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Figure 1: Mean values of postural sway amplitude (MA) +/- SD during quiet stance on stable and foam support, with open and closed eyes in the anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) directions for the investigated groups: untrained subjects and archers. Significant differences (p<0.05) are noted by: * - comparisons of archers vs. untrained subjects and ^ - foam vs. stable support.

Figure 2: Mean values of postural sway velocity (MV) +/- SD during quiet stance on stable and foam support, with open and closed eyes in the anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) directions for the investigated groups: untrained subjects and archers. Significant differences (p<0.05) are noted by: * - comparisons of archers vs. untrained subjects, # - closed eyes vs. open eyes and ^ - foam vs. stable support.
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